
Unity and Beyond 
 
 
As time has gone by; memories of the past have come to surface. I sometimes wonder what 
really happened to my mother country, Iran. I feel that the countless cries for help are being 
ignored, that the true beauty of Iran is covered by this curtain of darkness.  
 

Iran is better then all this; Iran represents what we stand for, our origan and our cultural 
values all began with our belovered Iran. 

 
To unite, to regain control, bringing change and new opportunities to Iran’s future, is what we 
should ‘all’ aim for. Have we lost the true meaning of unity? The passion and strength to 
unite with one-and-another will be the only key that unlocks this darkness, and bring forth the 
road to change. 
 

We should focus and stand strong, hand in hand, we can make a difference. 
 
We must put differences aside, if not, this cancer that is plaguing Iran will only spread further. 
In many occasions I hear different opinions about the past. The issue at hand is not to blame 
each other, but to understand that with unity and strong connections between core values of 
“Freedom” & Democracy, change can find its place in Iran’s future.  
 
The young generation in Iran are referred to as the ‘burnt generation’. The need for 
opportunity and future growth for each individual is in great demand; the young generation 
are hungry to fulfil their short and long term goals, but with a country that is currently 
disabled, how can it work?  
 

The old generation; the young “burnt” generation, who will be next? 
 

What do we see for the future in Iran? Do we need to see another ‘burnt generation’? Do we 
need to see another new generation being plagued with the presence of a miserable future, 
with no hope, with an environment that is corrupt, with the facing prospects of taking up 
drugs and prostitution; all covered by darkness with no light of hope?   

 
How can this be resolved?  Answer: UNITY

 
It all depends on the strength of unity; standing up for the rights of our fellow compatriots in 
Iran, holding our culture and heritage close to our hearts, paving the way for a new Iran. We 
must show that we are a proud nation, with the force to shape our nation’s future, not 
allowing any interference, knowing that we will bring back the light that can once again shine 
over Iran.  
 
 
I ask you all to unite. Put aside all our differences, this is not about political stance, but rather, 
a positive force that can see change in our belovered Iran. I know that in the near future, a 
white dove will once again fly over the mountain tops of Iran; its wings will cover us all with 
a new freedom and democracy.  
 

Let us be patriotic, let us unite for Iran, for the people, for our heritage and culture. 
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